Invitation

The Eleventh Meeting of the Advisory Council

Members of the Council:

Prof. Dr. Dietrich Manzey
Prof. Dr. Ralph Hertwig
Prof. Dr. Michael Herzog
Prof. Daniel Algom
Prof. Uri Leron
Prof. Kobi Rosenblum

The meeting will take place on March 19-21, 2017
at The University of Haifa
(Mitzpor Rabin)
and at the Technion
/Library, 2nd floor in Gutwirth Building/
**Sunday 19.3.2017 – University of Haifa**

9:00-9:15   Welcome and Introduction
   Prof. Gustavo Mesch, Rector of the University of Haifa

9:15-10:05   Prof. Yaffa Yeshurun and Asaf Elbaz
   Paying attention to time

10:05-10:35   Coffee Break

10:35-11:25   Prof. Ruth Kimchi and Dr. Dina Devyatko
   Can perceptual grouping unfold in the absence of visual consciousness?

11:25-12:15   Prof. Morre Goldsmith and Rona Scheaffer
   Long-term effects of biased information retrieval on memory, judgment and behavior

12:15-13:50   Lunch Break at Mitzpor Rabin

14:00-16:00   Students’ presentations and discussion with Board members at the IIPDM

20:00   Dinner: Advisory Council and Minerva Researchers at “Duzan” Restaurant, Haifa

---

**Monday 20.3.17 - Technion**

9:00-9:10   Reception

9:10-10:30   Prof. Eldad Yechiam, Nathan Ashby and Daniel Ben Eliezer
   Buying, selling, losses, and nootropics

10:30-10:50   Coffee Break

10:50-12:10   Prof. Ido Erev, Doron Cohen, Manal Hreib and Ori Plonsky
   Decisions from experience, patterns, and implications

12:10-14:30   Lunch Break at Khaled Adawi Restaurant, Haifa

14:30-15:50   Prof. Daniel Gopher, Ofir Yaakobi, Taly Bonder and Itai Rosenwasser
   Attention control, mental workload and executive skills

20:00   Dinner: Advisory Council and Minerva Researchers at “Shalev Baya’ar” Restaurant
   Kiryat Tivon

---

**Tuesday 21.3.17 - University of Haifa**

9:30-11:30   Final Meeting of the Advisory Council